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Nature
Single channel video and installation, 5 minutes, 1997

Single channel video
Video taped in the Rocky Mountain National Park 
documenting the simple act of an elk grazing, Nature 
addresses the broader spectacle of tourists looking 
at, photographing, and video taping an animal that 
remains indifferent to the commotion surrounding it. 
In addition, a dictionary definition of the word “nature” 
is superimposed on top of the image of the grazing 
elk, further emphasizing the nature/culture disconnect 
inherent in the tourists’ consumption of the image of 
an animal in its “natural” habitat.

Installation
Nature also exists in installation form. Video stills are 
projected on opposite walls of the exhibition space: on 
one wall the animal with the text is projected, and on 
the wall opposite is the video of the tourists. The large 
projections match the dimension of the walls. Inside 
the room it is not possible to see the two walls simulta-
neously. One is either looking (with the tourists) at the 
deer, or one is looked at (with the deer) by the tourists. 

Nature
Video still, 1997

NEXT PAGES (10 – 13 & 15)

Nature
Video still, 1997
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the sum total of all things
in time and space; 
the entire physical universe
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natural scenery, including 
the plants and animals that 
are part of it
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The invention of photography is inseparable from the use of 
the medium to record nature. Think of the early photograms 
William Henry Fox Talbot produced by laying plant specimens 
directly on his light-sensitized paper, or the documentation 
generated in the context of surveys of the American west 
undertaken in the 1860s and 1870s, despite the massively 
cumbersome equipment needed to produce wet plate glass 
negatives. One enduring off-shoot can be found in those idyllic 
landscape images, filling calendars and the like, which are 
composed to show as little evidence of human intervention as 
possible. Another appears in the constant record produced by 
tourists encountering the great outdoors, now that inexpensive 
and highly portable equipment for capturing still and moving 
images has become ubiquitous within consumer societies. 
For her part, Liselot van der Heijden pays attention to these 
traditions for what they also reveal about human nature. 

This double focus is embedded in the structure of Nature, one of 
van der Heijden’s works from the mid-1990s, which presents an 
elk, grazing placidly against a tree-lined backdrop in conjunct-
ion with the excited visitors to the Rocky Mountain National 
Park who have pulled to the side of the road and gotten out of 
their cars to photograph the animal in its natural habitat.

Nature Studies

Martha Buskirk
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the primitive state of man
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But of course this is a highly controlled version of nature, 
within a park system crisscrossed with roads and trails while 
protected from even more invasive development by some 
modicum of human foresight. One also has to assume that 
the elk is willing to go about its business with so little evident 
concern because it has seen it all before – the scrum of wild-
life paparazzi that coalesces like magic each time it wanders 
through territory visible from the roadways.

Of course there are other tourist destinations where the ani-
mals are more certain to be predictably and visibly available, 
in zoos because they are caged, and in natural history museums 
because they are stuffed. Not coincidentally, van der Heijden 
has turned her attention to these venues as well, in series that 
focus attention on observers as well as the observed. Her 
photographs of natural history dioramas record not just the 
preserved tableaus, but also the spectators who have been 
drawn to their staging of flora and fauna. Intent on their own 
acts of looking, and sometimes photographing, they are 
apparently unaware that they are also being watched and 
recorded. Likewise, Primate Visions, a multi-channel video 
incorporating footage of apes from three American and 
European zoos, concentrates as much or more on the responses 
of human visitors to their close animal cousins.

16  17

Natural History

All photos in this series were taken in the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York and position 
the museum dioramas as complex ideological scenes 
by including actual museum visitors looking at them. 
This ongoing series of photographs started in 2003.

OPPOSITE PAGE

Natural History I
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004

Primate Visions
Video still, 2005
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Primate Visions 
Multiple channel video installation, 2005

Primate Visions was shot in zoological gardens in 
New York City, Amsterdam and Basel. The videos look
at the apes through the gaze of the tourist, but actu-
ally show the spectacle of the visitors viewing and 
attempting to interact with, and even imitating the ani-
mals. The project reveals more about human behavior, 
the physical conditions of constructed habitats, and 
the cultural/historical context than about the animals.

Among other things the project reflects upon the 
artificial construction of nature, the naturalization of 
confinement, and spectacle as a removal of the reality 
of time and space. The zoo/gorilla spectacle is 
positioned as a global brand, in which geographical 
distance is eliminated, reproducing internal distance 
as spectacular separation.

Primate Visions
Video still, 2005

NEXT PAGES (20 – 21)

Primate Visions
Installation view, Dumbo Arts Festival, New York
and video stills, 2005
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Natural History II
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004

Natural History III
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004

In all of these examples, the animals also stare back. The elk 
takes a break from grazing and looks directly at its tourist audi-
ence, while the apes can hardly avoid peering out from their 
enclosures at the human antics inspired by their presence.
Donna Haraway has pointed out an equally striking feature 
of the dioramas in New York’s American Museum of Natural 
History, where one tableau after another includes an animal 
whose simulated eyes seem to meet the gaze of the viewer, 
crossing the fourth wall made literal by the glass barriers, and 
suggesting a moment of vigilance as well as communion.1

Art museums are, needless to say, already filled with artistic 
responses to nature, and even the most idyllic landscape 
painting can also be analyzed for evidence of the cultural 
assumptions underlying its production. As an artist looking 
more specifically at institutions devoted to nature, however, 
van der Heijden’s simultaneous interests pull together ele-
ments of a history already closely linked during the last several 
centuries, drawing attention to the intersecting trajectories of 
natural history museums, zoos, tourism, popular attractions – 
and art. The present circumstances she records through her 
work also prompt consideration of a long history of conflicting 
goals, rife with tensions between education and entertain-
ment, as well as obvious incongruities between statements of 
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Evolution III 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2005

Evolution II 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004

high – minded idealism about safeguarding art and nature and 
the historical role of both as trophies of conquest.

In the European context, art museums and zoos both have
their origins in royal collections later made public – though 
the potentially less enduring nature of the latter collection 
type is indicated by the fate of the animals in the Versailles 
menagerie, which were both released and butchered during 
the revolution.2 Zoos and natural history museums are more 
obviously interlinked, with many early intersections between 
the display of living and preserved specimens. Even as the two 
collection types began to diverge, their method of acquiring 
specimens remained coupled, via the hunt, with adults killed 
as trophies or display examples, and their orphaned young 
sent to menageries.

While museums in the United States did not originate in 
royal collections, one of the earliest, Charles Willson Peale’s  
Philadelphia Museum, which opened in 1786, nonetheless 
resembled earlier aristocratic cabinets with its mix of art and 
nature. In addition to the preserved specimens, many displayed 
in life-like fashion before painted backdrops in Peale’s 
pioneering dioramas, living animals appeared in an open-air 
museum (and made the transition to preserved displays once 
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they died). A certain bald eagle, for example, was first a pet, 
then a mounted museum exhibit, which served in turn as the 
basis for a drawn illustration of the species.3 In fact there is a 
certain circularity, given that Peale tried to make his dioramas 
as true to life as possible by using all available evidence,
including wildlife illustration as well as his own observation 
of the specimens that arrived as living examples; and in turn, 
certain natural illustrations were based on the mounted spe-
cimens in his museum.

Peale had the idea of making the natural history collection 
accessible to a general audience, rather than having specimens 
stored away, available only to privileged viewers, and he 
furthered that sense of accessibility with his pioneering habi-
tat groups. His museum enterprise also benefited from the 
interest generated by the display of a mastodon skeleton, which 
was one of two Peale excavated in 1801 and mounted with the 
assistance of his sons. Yet his ideal of access, dependent as it 
was on admission fees, plays into tensions between education 
and entertainment have dogged museum history since its 
beginnings, particularly in the United States. In this respect, 
Peale’s museum can be understood as a forerunner to more 
august natural history museums as well as sideshow attract-
ions – and some of P. T. Barnum’s popularizing displays were 

Evolution I 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004
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Aporia 
Video still (detail), 2003
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bought directly from the remnants of Peale’s museum after 
its founder’s death.4 Indeed, the mastodon skeleton Peale had 
displayed to such acclaim was for a time thought to have been 
lost in one of the two fires that consumed much of Barnum’s 
collection (first his Philadelphia Museum in 1851, then his 
American Museum in New York in 1865). However it seems that 
the skeleton made its way to Europe around 1848, in the hands 
of speculators, where it was purchased for the Hessischen 
Landesmuseums in Darmstadt, Germany, and now shares 
institutional space with the Joseph Beuys installation known as 
the Beuys Block.5

While van der Heijden does not attempt to narrate this insti-
tutional history, she does provoke such considerations with 
her insistent emphasis on frames of reference. Operating from 
the vantage point of the art museum’s general separation from 
the natural history collection, and further divisions between 
collections of specimens and the staging of live animals, her 
emphasis on audience suggests points of intersection in the 
circumstances of viewing. It is certainly no coincidence that 
the dying Zebra in her 2003 video Aporia looks back at the 
viewer as it exhales its last breath, in a moment of finality that 
much more disquieting because it is repeated in an endless 
loop. The projection of the zebra onto a free-standing wall, 

Aporia 
One channel video installation, 2003
 
Aporia consists of a projection of a looped image of 
a zebra repeatedly exhaling its “last” breath. The work 
removes the aesthetic distance implicit in the role of 
viewer towards the image, interrupting the passive 
role of the spectator by confronting the viewer with 
the gaze of the dying animal. Aporia was shown at 
Schroeder Romero and the Queens Museum of Art 
where it was projected in conjunction with the video 
installation Feast. Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers.

OPPOSITE PAGE

Aporia
Video frames, 2003

Aporia
Video installation, Queens Museum of Art, New York, 2004
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flush with the floor, adds to the poignancy of how the dying 
animal, lying on the ground, silently addresses the viewer from 
its prone position. Yet the fact that this was found footage 
also speaks to the mediated status of our presumed famili-
arity with what was once more evidently remote. One of 
the subtexts running through her work is an attention to 
the mutually dependent relationship between spectator and 
spectacle. Here, too, her interrogation of recent constructions 
can be related to the intertwining of science and entertain-
ment in earlier museum contexts.

When Peale’s mastodon bones were discovered, it was first 
thought that they could have come from some kind of 
American elephant, and that it might still be living somewhere. 
Maybe Lewis and Clark would come up with one if they kept 
their eyes out for it. The story of an actual elephant, however, 
rather than an extinct mastodon, provides further evidence 
of science and entertainment’s linked history in this area. 
Although Haraway mentions it only in passing, it is hardly 
coincidental that Carl Akeley’s early experience with taxi-
dermy, long before his well-known contributions to the 
development of the American Museum of Natural History’s 
Africa Hall, took place when he assisted with the preservation 
of Barnum’s Jumbo after the famous elephant was hit and 

Natural History IV 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2005
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killed by a freight train. Jumbo’s journey from wild elephant 
to zoological garden display, then circus, then natural history 
museum type specimen indicates the interwoven nature of 
these institutions.

Akeley’s intersection with Barnum is suggestive given the on-
going tension between education and spectacle; yet Jumbo’s 
early history is equally telling. His origins were hardly ex-
ceptional. He was sold while still young to the menagerie of 
the Jardin des Plantes in Paris by an animal collector who 
apparently acquired him from animal traders operating 
somewhere in the present-day Ethiopia. From the Jardin des 
Plantes he went to the London Zoological Gardens in a trade 
prompted by an imbalance, with more than enough elephants 
in Paris, but no rhinos, and the opposite problem in London, 
which had been hoping for some time to acquire an African 
elephant. As a result of this move, he escaped the fate of 
many other animals in the Jardin des Plantes, slaughtered a 
few years later for food during the 1870 Prussian siege of Paris.6

Jumbo attained his full size only after his arrival in London, 
making him a popular attraction for the London Zoological 
Gardens and eventually attracting an offer from Barnum. And 
Barnum was able to parlay public outcry, once news of the sale 

Natural History XIII 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2007

Natural History I
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2004
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and impending move to America became public, into a media 
bonanza that established Jumbo as one of his major attractions. 
Nor did Jumbo’s untimely death end that notoriety, as Barnum 
created a story of his heroic rescue of another elephant, the 
diminutive Tom Thumb, prior to being mowed down by the 
freight train that appeared unexpectedly on adjoining tracks as 
the circus train was being loaded. The preserved Jumbo actually 
became two attractions – the stuffed elephant, and the elephant 
skeleton. Jumbo’s hide is long gone, burned up in a 1975 fire 
that engulfed the natural history museum at Tufts University 
that Barnum had founded (fire being a theme that runs through 
the Barnum history). But the skeleton is preserved, having 
gone to the American Museum of Natural History in New York, 
which won out over the Smithsonian for the donation. There it 
joined the second of Peale’s mastodon skeletons and also had 
the honor of being designated a type specimen for an African 
Elephant subspecies (one of the functions of natural history 
collections being to safeguard the type specimen, or holotype, 
which provides the basis for the identification of any given 
animal species within the larger taxonomy).7

Regardless of the scientific value of its type specimens, what 
makes the American Museum of Natural History popular is 
its displays, and van der Heijden’s series of photographs with 

Natural History XVI 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2009

NEXT PAGES (38 – 39)

Natural History XX 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2009
Natural History XXI 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2009
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the collective title Natural History zeros in on the allure of the 
dioramas. She is certainly not the only artist to have become
fascinated by these self-contained units, each with its own fro-
zen drama and carefully composed artifice. But where others 
have emphasized their internal dynamics – most notably 
Hiroshi Sugimoto, in black and white photographs that sug-
gestively collude with the illusions the dioramas construct – 
van der Heijden steps back so as to make their viewers part of 
her subject. By including the audience in the scene, she 
encourages viewers who encounter her work in turn to wonder 
about the ongoing allure of these oddly frozen tableaus.

One evident appeal of the nature dioramas is their illusion 
of untrammeled nature in the midst of the city, and 
van der Heijden’s photographs suggest their convenient 
attraction for urban family outings and tourists alike. Yet that 
illusion is riven with contradictions, the most obvious being 
that this vision of nature preserved is linked to the destruction 
of that which it represents. Haraway opens her account of 
Akeley’s role in the creation of the Hall of African Mammals 
with a description of the gorilla hunt that bagged the well-
known silverback male gorilla still presiding over the diorama 
that also recreates the site of Akeley’s grave in the rainforests of 
the present-day Democratic Republic of Congo. Akeley sought 

Natural History XVIII 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2009
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specimens that would be at once typical and ideal-looking for 
large animals with good coloration, in order to represent the 
species through the most impressive examples. Since these 
specimens were acquired by hunting parties, the illusion of 
unaltered nature is generated at the expense of exactly that. 
And given the degree of artifice employed in the dioramas, 
from repairing damage caused by killing and skinning the 
animal, to the sculpted armature upon which the hide is 
mounted, as well as the simulated vegetation and the obvi-
ously painted backdrops, one might ask why it is necessary to 
use actual animals at all.

Of course there are always degrees of authenticity. In his 
classic study of tourism, Dean MacCannell counters the asso-
ciation between tourism and the inauthentic with a more 
subtle argument that it is indeed a search for the authentic 
(turning around the spot where something actually happen-
ed, or an object with specific historic associations), yet one 
where this very pursuit transforms the experience into some-
thing inauthentic.8 Like the art museum, with its displays of
historical objects valued as genuine, yet radically altered by
their aesthetic isolation, the natural history museum both 
preserves and destroys, with the two operations overlapping, 
perhaps even indistinguishable. 

Natural History XV
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2009
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The contradictions only deepen when one considers the relat-
ionship of the African mammal displays to the rest of the 
museum. Just down the corridor there is the hall of African 
Peoples, filled with objects that overlap with those in the 
collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, on the other 
side of Central Park. There is also an obvious connection 
between the period rooms one finds in art museums and the 
displays in the various culture halls (African Peoples, Asian 
Peoples, Northwest Coast Indians, Eastern Woodlands and 
Plains Indians, Mexico and Central America, South American 
Peoples, and Pacific Peoples). Both are reconstructions, based 
on a combination of actual artifacts and invention. The art 
museum period rooms are, however, unpopulated. What poor 
taste it would reflect to place a stuffed dummy at that writing 
desk or in that throne (however appropriate).

Not so long ago, however, it would have been conceivable to 
represent culture groups with actual rather than simulated 
humans. A key precedent appears in the nineteenth century 
world fairs, where the displays of culture extended to various 
tribal groups, who both lived and performed their otherness 
for North American and European audiences. In particular, the 
1889 Paris Exposition and the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposit-
ion in Chicago both presented extensive ethnographic villages. 

Natural History XI 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2006
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And here, too, Barnum plays an important role in an earlier 
American exposition in New York in 1853, where he presented 
human and other curiosities, including Native Americans, 
Fijian man-eaters and the “Wild Man of Borneo.”9 A recruiter 
for Barnum also extracted a group of Australian Aborigines in 
1883 to serve in his Ethnological Congress of Strange Savage 
Tribes, and the first to die, Tambo, was subsequently embalmed 
and put on display in Drew’s Dime Museum in Cleveland. And 
it was the same recruiter who procured a second group in 1892 
for the Columbian Exposition.10 

While certain forms of display would now be considered bey-
ond the pale, the fact that large collections of artifacts wound 
up in the culture halls in the American Museum of Natural 
History rather than at the Metropolitan presents enduring 
evidence of a historic construction of otherness. The osten-
sible narrative told through the displays is a specific kind of 
history, starting with early life forms, and dinosaurs in par-
ticular, eventually jumping from early mammals to human 
evolution, and culminating in the representations of a more 
recent past in the culture halls and mammal halls. Yet there is 
a different history that can be read out of the sequence accord-
ing to which the displays have been created or updated. Some 
aspire to an apparent seamlessness of the staged action while 

Natural History XII 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2006
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others (in the Asia galleries, for example) take a more evi-
dently self-referential approach in the combination of photo 
documentation, artifacts, and manikins obviously based on 
the photos – to which van der Heijden adds a further layer 
when she captures a visitor in the act of recording a Bedouin 
tribesman with a cell phone camera. Absent but nonetheless 
central to the narrative is the fact that the museum’s origins 
reflect the history of European exploration and conquest, 
even as the history of European culture has been separated out
in another kind of display in the art museum across the park.
 
Van der Heijden draws attention not just to differences in the 
displays, but to striking contrasts in the audience at the two 
museums, with the family groups at the Museum of Natural  
History far more exuberantly engaged by the animals, and 
having their pictures taken in front of them, while the 
Metropolitan, for all its impressive volume of traffic, still 
manages to extract a greater degree of deference. In one 
sense the dioramas establish their own microcosm, frozen in 
time and demonstrating with0ut explicitly acknowledging 
the projections of their creators. As van der Heijden’s 
Natural History photographs demonstrate, however, contem-
porary society is very much on display in the natural history 
museum – just not behind the glass of the dioramas. In amidst 

Natural History XIV 
C-print, 20 x 30 inches, 2007
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the elephants, lions, and bears of African and North American 
mammal halls are mammals of a far more contemporary 
sort, replete with strollers, accessories, communication and 
recording equipment.

Awareness of the circumstances of viewing is a theme that runs 
across van der Heijden’s work, creating connections between 
the projects that emphasize the relationship to nature, and 
others that extend the issues in different directions. Given her 
insistence on examining the codes already inscribed in any set 
of images or circumstances, it seems equally appropriate that 
she moves freely across a range of potential sources, including 
mass-media material, her own photographs and video of cir-
cumstances she discovers, and imagery based on situations she 
herself has set up. These various possibilities come together 
in her 2006 See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil, an installation juxta-
posing a video projection of a snake coiling and uncoiling, 
a second projection of two white mice interacting with an 
apple, a monitor with found footage of George Bush’s lips 
uttering the word “evil,” and a live feed that captures the 
viewers in the space, pulling them literally into the picture, 
and thereby drawing out the connection between the space 
of the gallery and the calculated neutrality of the white cubes 
enclosing both the snake and mice. 
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See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil
Installation view, LMAK Projects, New York, 2006

See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil
Video stills, 2006
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See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
Multiple channel video installation (3 videos), 2006

This project parodies the deceptive and manipulative 
use of the concepts of “good” and “evil” by the Bush 
administration to frame foreign and domestic policy. In 
particular, when the word “evil” is not used in the sense 
of evil deeds, but is thought of as not-human, as a 
thing, or as a force, something that has a real existence, 
something different from the brutal, vicious, indifferent 
and selfish acts of which human beings are capable. 
 
See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
Single channel video, 1.5 minutes, loop, 2006 
To parody the administration’s use of the word “evil,” a 
small video of George Bush uttering the word “evil” is 
juxtaposed with a large projection of the video, Serpent. 
 
Serpent 
Single channel video, 25 minutes, loop, 2006 
Featuring a snake moving continuously in a space 
that provides no sense of scale or context, the video 
Serpent provides a hypnotic experience to the viewer 
as they follow its path in an enclosed white box. In 
explicit reference to Bush’s totalizing usage of the 
word “evil” in his press conferences and speeches, the 
snake becomes the serpent – symbol and instigator 
of original sin, who seduces Eve with the promise of 
divine knowledge of good and evil if she eats a fruit 
from the Tree of Knowledge. 
 
Trap 
Two channel video, 20 minutes, loop, 2006 
Trap, a third video component included in the exhibition, 
depicts two white mice and a fruit in an enclosed white 
space. In both Trap and Serpent, the white room is 
reminiscent of the gallery space. Opposite from the 
mice is a projection of real-time surveillance video that 
captures both the video Trap as well as the gallery 
space itself, along with any visitors present in the gallery.
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The emphasis on audience connects the different aspects of 
van der Heijden’s work, just as questions about the relation-
ship between viewing and entertainment cut across the various 
settings in which she operates. As she examines the uneasy 
intersection of interspecies fascination, van der Heijden never 
loses sight of the degree to which images of nature are always 
culturally loaded projections. By examining nature at one 
remove, giving equal consideration to audience and framing 
devices, she draws renewed attention to the illusory character 
of divisions between nature and culture, both present and past. 
Her close examination of her subject allows her to construct 
images and situations that address the circumstances of view-
ing, while challenging the spectator to do the same.
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See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil
Installation view, LMAK Projects, New York, 2006
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Trap
Video still (detail), 2006
See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil
Video still, 2006
Serpent
Video still (detail), 2006
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Rear Window 
Single channel video installation, 2001

Viewed from a window outside the gallery space and 
making use of the voyeuristic mechanism embedded in 
Hitchcock’s film, Rear Window, is an interactive video 
projection that employs a large screen inside the gallery 
space with a camera directed towards the window on 
the street where the viewer is located. The video switch-
es back and forth between a film clip of Hitchcock’s 
famous Rear Window and live video of viewers watch-
ing the projection from the window on the street. In 
the clip of Hitchcock’s Rear Window, the original crime 
scene is replaced by real-time video of the installation’s 
window. The audience is “framed” in the context of the 
fictional constructed image and the window becomes a 
stage. Several perceptual phenomenon overlap as the 
viewers are looking towards the film, looking back at 
themselves while they are being looked at, while they 
are also looking at themselves looking. The scenes 
follow the logic of cinematic continuity: the actors look 
at the viewer, and the viewer looks back at the actors. 
However the usual voyeuristic mechanism is reversed 
and the viewer’s passive role of voyeur is interrupted 
when the viewer becomes both the object and the 
subject of the gaze.
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Rear Window 
Installation views and video stills, 
White Box Gallery, New York, 2001
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How political can an artwork be? This question underscores 
the field of contemporary art, especially in the realm of 
conceptual art. Another, more pointed question, is how politi-
cally effective can a work of art be? In a recent lecture at the 
Cooper Union School of Art, artist Thomas Hirschhorn dis-
tinguished his own practice as an act of “doing art politically” 
rather than “making political art.”1 The slippery use of the 
term political provokes discussion about how political art 
functions in the art world and beyond, i.e “in the world,” and 
whether art can have the power to change the world politically, 
socially, or even poetically. Hirschhorn’s turn of phrase, “doing 
art politically” is borrowed from Jean Luc Godard’s earlier dis-
tinction between making a political film about politics, and 
making film politically which involves resisting the accepted 
meaning assigned to images. Godard’s line of questioning is 
especially relevant to Liselot van der Heijden’s artistic traject-
ory, one in which video, photography, installation, and 
appropriation intermingle to question the authority of speci-
fic images, words, political structures, and the forms generated 
by conceptual impulses. Always present is the still and moving 
image’s relationship to its context. This is how the impact of 
a politically engaged artwork is channeled: through its posit-
ioning, its placement, and its context. 

Resisting the Image 
and other forms of political engagement

Sara Reisman

Feast. Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers
Video still, 2004
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Having spent the last fifteen years working between 
the Netherlands and the United States, the work that 
van der Heijden has made under the influence of American 
culture hones in on social and cultural experiences of every-
day life: television and cinema, tourism, consumerism, and 
ultimately politics – all of which can be regarded as American 
pastimes, in other words, diversions of the relatively dis-
engaged. Although van der Heijden’s work reads in a global 
context, the background for her productions can be read as a 
response to the contradictions between American values and 
its political system, which is evident in the recent turn away 
from the two terms of President George W. Bush to the popu-
lar vote that elected President Barack Obama.

My first encounter with van der Heijden’s oeuvre is with one of 
her earlier works, a video titled Monument Valley (1999 – 2001). 
The piece takes place in Monument Valley, Utah, combining 
film footage from John Ford’s 1956 film, The Searchers, in 
which the protagonist, an ex-Confederate soldier, returns from 
the Civil War to find that most of his family has been massa-
cred by the Comanche Indians and his last remaining relative, 
his niece who is played by Natalie Wood, has been assimilated 
into the native tribe’s society. Footage from the actual film is 
interwoven with footage from a documentary about the making 

Monument Valley 
Video still, 1999 – 2001
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Monument Valley
Installation view, Times Square Gallery, New York, 1999

of The Searchers, as well as a contemporary tourist jaunt to 
Monument Valley. Van der Heijden’s editing structure collapses 
the boundaries between colonial attitudes towards the natives, 
the actors’ attitudes towards the film crew and natives, as 
well as the tourists’ relationship to a monumental site, where 
modern-day visitors filter their realtime view through the 
camera lens. In producing Monument Valley, van der Heijden 
expresses an uncanny prescience on several counts: the role 
of the technological gadget as viewing (and recording) device; 
and monuments and the landscape, two leitmotifs from art 
history to contemporary art.

One point raised by Monument Valley – how colonial ideals 
continue into the 21st Century – operates in the most reductive 
sense with van der Heijden’s site-specific video “America” 
(2004). Originally produced for Nubian Heritage, a store in 
Jamaica, Queens that sells both skin care products and poli-
tical ephemera, the video installation is a parody of 
President George W. Bush’s state of the union address of 
2004. According to Afrikan Republic, web distributor of 
Nubian Heritage, “the products were first developed in 1992 to 
meet the special skin care challenges of African-Americans. All 
natural ingredients that have significant cultural importance 
are used in the manufacture of Nubian Heritage products.” 
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Monument Valley 
Single channel video installation, 8 minutes, 1999 – 2001

Transforming the genocidal history of the American
West into heroic fiction, most movie Westerns rely on
the myth of the frontier as retroactive justification for
eradicating Native American culture and occupying
the land. Challenging this simplistic narrative, the
Monument Valley project is a parody of these kind of
transformations. It combines video footage from 
several sources that relate to the famous landscape 
and tourist destination of the American Southwest, 
blurring the boundaries between past and present, 
fictional history and contemporary reality, and popular 
culture and fine art.

Monument Valley, located in the Navajo Indian 
Reservation on the border between Arizona and Utah,
continues to fascinate tourists worldwide, drawing
from a mystique of the Hollywood cinematic Western.
The video juxtaposes contemporary footage shot
by Liselot van der Heijden of tourists visiting the site
with excerpts from the famous 1950’s Western, 
The Searchers, as well as a television documentary 
about the making of the film produced around the 
same time. Monument Valley interrupts conventional 
constructions of narrative, presenting history as fiction, 
nature as an open stage for expansionist fantasy, 
and expressions of control through objectification.
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Monument Valley 
Video stills and detail, 1999 – 2001
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At this particular store on Jamaica Avenue, a connection is 
drawn between skin care “geared towards people of color and 
their unique skin and hair care needs... and anyone who en-
joys treating themselves beautifully” with political food 
for thought for sale as well. Installed within a CD and book 
section is van der Heijden’s video that makes use Bush’s 2004
State of the Union Address, pared down to a presidential 
mantra in which Bush repeats the word “America” 61 times, 
alternating with applause. Cleverly installed in the media sect-
ion of Nubian Heritage’s book shop, the video was played on
a screen the size of a CD case, on a shelf displaying CDs with
titles like “The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews,” 
“The True Terrorist” and “Warning to the Hypocrites.” The 
placement of “America” within a collection of black-centered 
political speeches complicates the meaning of the Bush doc-
trine. Bush’s hollowed message – the only white signifier in 
the entire store – is set against more revolutionary and con-
spiratorial politics, positing that Bush’s America may be just 
as radical and threatening as, for example, the speeches 
of Malcolm X were perceived by the white racist power 
structure that Malcolm X spoke so vehemently against. Sited 
within a commercial space, van der Heijden shifts the tradi-
tional dynamic between viewer and artwork, raising questions 
about where art ends and daily life begins.

“America”
Single channel video installation, 4 minutes, 2004

Video
“America” is a parody of the 2004 State of the Union 
Address in which George W. Bush mentions the word 
“America” 61 times. In this video everything in the 
speech is removed except the word “America” and the 
pauses or applause that follow or precede it.

Site-specific installation
As part of Jamaica Flux: Work Spaces and Windows, 
the “America” video was installed at Nubian Heritage, 
a black owned store with African American products in 
Jamaica (NYC) around the time of the election in 2004. 
In placing the video among CD’s of political speeches 
by Malcolm X and the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., 
the piece intends to encourage critical reflection while 
calling attention to diversity, the importance of intellec-
tual freedom, free speech and freedom of expression.
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“America” 
Installation view and detail, 
Jamaica Flux: Workspaces & Windows, New York, 2004
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In van der Heijden’s photographic series and video entitled 
Untitled (Che, New York) (2007), the viewer is confronted 
with the commodification of political ideals, in this case, 
the circulation of the image of the face of Argentine Marxist 
revolutionary Ernesto Che Guevara emblazoned on t-shirts. 
Originally produced for the exhibition “Beauty is in the Street” 
(2007) at the Mason Gross Gallery at Rutgers University, 
Untitled (Che, New York) contributed to an artistic conversation 
staged to address the image of Che Guevara in contemporary 
culture, questioning how far the icon of Che had come from 
his original political message. Van der Heijden’s piece 
incorporates, with the photographs of Che T-shirts on display, 
a video that combines the audio of Che’s 1964 address to the 
19th General Assembly of the United Nations with its English 
subtitles. The full installation of Untitled (Che, New York) 
involves a simple but effective combination of the photo-
graphs of the readymade T-shirts and tourist paraphernalia 
with Che’s speech outlining Cuba’s solidarity with countries 
around the world fighting for their freedom against imperia-
list powers. Van der Heijden’s collage technique reconnects 
the viewer with a deeper truth about the meaning behind 
what has become an unlimited edition print of the face of 
Che Guevara: this is political.

Untitled (Che, New York)
Two channel video installation, 2007 

The video installation Untitled (Che, New York) exam-
ines the surprising transformation of Che Guevara’s 
image from communist revolutionary to a symbol for 
“bad boy” chic. Presenting images of New York City 
tourist shops where t-shirts with Che’s face are inter-
spersed among shirts offering crude slogans that 
appeal to male adolescent rebellion, the two-channel 
video contrasts the embrace of crass commercialism of 
Che’s current image with audio and translation of his 
United Nations speech in New York in 1964. As Guevara 
rails against Yankee imperialism, a slide show of small, 
overcrowded tourist shops, where Che’s image can be 
found among t-shirts that employ crude, often bigoted 
humor, offers an absurd pairing with the stark, revolu-
tionary zeal of his uncompromising anti-imperialism. 
The two diverse cultural examples of this historical 
figure reveal a kind of cultural cold war fought over his 
image, prompting one to ask, “Who is the real Che?” 
Written by Peter Scott
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Untitled (Che, New York)
Installation view and detail, 
Galerie Erna Hecey, Brussels, 2008
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Feast.
Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers 
Single channel video installation, 3 minutes, 2004

Feast. Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers satirizes the 
construction of false metaphors like “Nature” as a 
cultural/political idea and an anthropomorphic projec-
tion. The eagle (heroic symbol on the presidential seal) 
is paired with the vulture, symbol of death and rapacity. 
At a time when “people have to watch what they say...”  
(former White House press secretary Ari Fleischer) one 
has to watch what is said by what is not said. The work 
juxtaposes a series of statements – “this has nothing 
to do with oil,” “a vulture is not an eagle” and “this is 
not political” – with a continuous video loop showing a 
close-up of a group of vultures ferociously fighting 
to seize a bite.

NEXT PAGES (81 – 83)

Feast. Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers
Video stills, 2004

Feast. Hommage à Marcel Broodthaers (2004) reads like a poem. 
Three lines repeat throughout the looping video, in which vul-
tures (from a National Geographic video) fight over the flesh 
and bones of an unidentified creature. The narrative of the 
video reads: 

In their decimation of the remains of a now unrecognizable 
animal, the vultures are a metaphor for the violence of daily 
life. From the level of world leaders to citizens, and those 
who must fight for their place in the world, Feast alludes to 
the lawlessness of survival. Van der Heijden’s “homage” to 
Marcel Broodthaers recalls Rene Magritte’s famous painting 
of a pipe, La Trahison des Images2 (1928 – 29) which bears the 
handwritten explanation, “This is not a pipe,” to which 
Broodthaers added, “but an image of a pipe.” Taken as a whole,
“this is not a pipe but an image of a pipe,” reinforces the 
belief that an image is only an image of what it portrays. If 
we are to accept van der Heijden’s statement that “this is not 
political,” further elaboration gives the artist and viewers the 
context to understand Feast as a moving image of a metaphor 
for what is political. Feast leaves open another question: is the 
act of viewing art a valid form of political engagement?
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See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
Installation view, LMAK Projects, New York, 2006

Van der Heijden’s solo exhibition See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
(2006) at LMAK projects was an immersive video environment 
with three channels: Serpent, Trap, and See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak 
Evil. Serpent consists of a one channel projection of a serpent 
slowly moving within a white cube. Projected on two walls 
opposite one another and to the left and right of Serpent was 
Trap, which on one wall played a video of two white mice and a 
fruit in an enclosed white cube. The second projection of Trap 
on the opposite wall played a live feed of the gallery with a view 
of Trap, into which the viewer was integrated in real time. At 
the back wall of the gallery was the installation’s third and 
central component, See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil, a remix of 
President Bush uttering the word evil, intercut with the words 
“see,” “hear,” and “speak.” These three verbs trace the line of 
behavior acquisition. First we see (evil), than we hear (evil) and 
then we speak (evil). To this sequence, van der Heijden adds 
the words “use” (evil) and “repeat” (evil). Like the reductive 
quality of “America,” the evangelical tone of Bush’s voice rings 
more clearly as emotional tactics are projected, poetically 
revealing the Bush Administration’s self fulfilling prophecy. 
Each figure in van der Heijden’s simulated laboratory of two 
mice, a fruit, and a serpent embody mythical power in relation 
to evil, referencing the Garden of Eden, where Eve was persua-
ded by the serpent to eat the fruit from the Tree of Knowledge 
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Trap 
Video still, 2006
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of Good and Evil. More generally, the serpent is an ambiguous 
religious symbol of regeneration, poison and medicine, guard-
ianship, and deceit. The mouse represents stealth, the ability 
to pay attention to small details, and the wisdom of remaining 
quiet. The fruit is a tool of distraction in Greek mythology. 
Altogether the serpent, mice, and apple create a food chain in 
an update on good and evil. Only the viewer is a free agent 
within this power equation. 

See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil provides a summary for 
van der Heijden’s recent works in which “this is not political” 
offers a position of resistance against accepting an image as 
the thing it signifies, again raising the question, does art have 
political power? If the circulation of ideas and images has any 
influence on how we see, hear, think, use, and repeat, then 
yes, art is as good a context as any for political transformation, 
where the meaning of images and visual culture can be con-
tinually questioned until that questioning extends into daily 
life. In this repetitive cycle, perhaps the act of questioning will 
become an American tradition.
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 1 Thomas Hirschhorn (October 24, 2008) “Doing Art Politically: What Does 
 this Mean?” 2008 Robert Gwathmey Chair in Art and Architecture Lecture at 
 The Cooper Union.

 2 La Trahison des Images (The Treachery of Images)

See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
Video still, 2006

See Evil, Hear Evil, Speak Evil 
Video still, 2006
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Dissonance 
Multiple channel video installation, 2009

The central subject of the installation is a trophy deer’s 
head, whose image is de-contextualized, displaced, 
fragmented and manipulated from multiple positions
simultaneously. Frozen in time, the uncanny deer looks 
alive, except for details of its physical deterioration. 
Removed from its original condition and context, the 
deer becomes the target of objectification and projec-
tions of meaning.

Real-time and prerecorded projections of surveillance 
video in the gallery dramatize the experience of being 
inside a work of art and position the viewer in a self-
conscious, participatory role. The simultaneous view-
points challenge preconceived ways of viewing images 
by placing the audience in a fragmented space, one 
that implies an exchange, while subverting the idea of 
sequential images as cohesive, linear narratives. The 
lack of movement in some videos explore duration 
through stillness as distinct from the frozen moment in 
a photograph.

This project is part of an ongoing investigation into 
representations of nature, the power of the gaze and 
the tendency to objectify “the other.” The artworks 
suggest that representations of nature reveal more 
cultural, ideological, political and social frameworks, 
than actual nature.
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Dissonance 
Installation views and details, 
LMAK Projects, New York, 2009
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